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A Seaman's Letter To Home
 
It's nearly morn, i'm still awake
This feeling is so hard to shake
I dreamt once more that you were here
Your voice like a song i still hear
 
It seems just once upon a time
When dreams and the sea used to rhyme
Just yesterday we bid goodbye
Just yesterday we had one sky
 
Out on the deck with stars alight
At sea where memories are bright
A seaman's dreams and sorrows too
Things left behind, wishes for you
 
Out here it's truly not the same
The deck's too busy, much old flame
Dark storms, crashing waves, lonely nights
Nothing but fireflies as bright lights
 
It's hard not to think about home
With nothing but ships and sea foam
A letter to you, 'all is fine'
While tracing all our stars in line
 
Everything's different here at sea
Memories like a blur to me
Months too slow and you seem too far
A kiss on a bright shooting star
 
I don't know how this would matter
Just something to wish us better
A reminder across the sea
Of better days, of you and me
 
Goodbye for now, i'll see you soon
When all's the same, our usual tune
I hope then all will still be fine
Know i'm still yours, hope you're still mine
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Brighten Up
 
I never really dreamt i'd meet someone like you
Filled with newfound ideas and bright new dreams
You'd stand out in a crowd, a talent of few
With your ideas slipping off your mind's seams
 
Your jokes always seemed to bright up dull days
Your questions always seemed to challenge my mind
Your spark could compete with the sun's brightest rays
Your magic something i'll never again find
 
Know this, dear boy, though years may seem to flow fast
Though our paths may cross and towards diff'rent charms
This moment like no other will surely last
This great story will welcome you with open arms
 
No words can then describe, no words left to say
Take care, dear, i hope this brightened up your day
 
Vixen Kaye
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For Nyk
 
'Cause we were staying up all night, talking 'bout stars
Whispering old lullabies, healing old scars
Slowly, distance didn't matter anymore
We were just on opposite sides of one door
 
Let's call it 'crazy', let's call this moment 'ours'
All the stars i'd give to slow down these late hours
For it's worth it, i know, this feeling will shine
I wonder, do you feel this feeling of mine?
 
A billion maybe's, here's the one most true
Boy, there's no maybe, i really do like you~
 
Vixen Kaye
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Happy Endings
 
If I had one wish on a shooting star
I'd wish for this magic to reach far
For others to experience the same love I feel
For them to realize just how real
 
I can't help but see how fortunate I am
Seeing how you picked me over them
Seeing the way you'd see me as a treasure
A treasure above gold and riches' measure
 
My heart seems to beat too fast
As we hand in hand discover such a love that could last
If I could only find the words to say
Just how glad I was when you said &quot;I'll stay&quot;
 
Because once upon a time, I didn't believe
In a person who will stay and never leave
A magic spell that will stay for more than midnight
A happily ever after brighter that the sunlight
 
Now I believe in a love that will last
A love that will never be part of the past
A love that will leave me in your warm embrace
A love that forever will leave a trace
 
I can now say happy endings are true
It'll be there as long as I'm with you
Come the evil stepmothers, the evil witches, and the dragons too
All I know is that together, we'll get through
 
Vixen Kaye
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Lifeline
 
For someday the moon shall sing a story of ours
She'll sing of missed moments, stolen glimpse, fragile hearts
She'll speak of hopeful whispered dreams during dark hours
She'll remind us of the roles we played, starlit parts
 
For this may not last, forever not we may shine
At least once upon a time, this lifeline was mine
 
Vixen Kaye
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Little Girl
 
There was once this little girl I used to know
With such ideas, such dreams made with care
Her eyes held magic as precious as first snow
And her laughter, a glimpse of a world so fair
 
But darkness did come, unwanted hands did grip
Screams silenced by the night, tears hidden from the crowd
More than twice she thought of letting her blood drip
As the pain raged on, as the silence grew loud
 
There was once this little girl I used to know
Her ideas now fading, her hope withering
Her eyes turning dull and growing cold as snow
Her once bright lights growing dark, now flickering
 
I reach for her; hold on for her, wish for her fate
Yet where our fingers should meet, I touch cold glass
 
Vixen Kaye
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Magician's Tune
 
This happened once upon a time
When love and magic used to rhyme
There lived a magician so true
One that could baffle me and you
 
He lived in a land far away
In a castle watching the bay
A castle carved from precious stone
A castle standing on its own
 
He had hair as dark as midnight
Eyes like sapphire shining so bright
Quick fingers and a panther's grace
A touch like silk, a price like lace
 
Lips so red, a hint of a smile
A dark knight on a chessboard tile
A flock of birds, a deck of cards
A heart afraid of love he guards
 
He'd walk on air, eat fire as well
He'd teach you tricks if you won't tell
Rabbits out of hats, fire that's cold
Flowers out of thin air, threads of gold
 
A flick of a wrist, fingers snap
A magic wand, a gentle tap
Lightning shooting from fingertips
Peals of laughter and gasps on lips
 
In the village he's roam each day
Sometimes the forest or the bay
He'd stay awake throughout the night
His shadow against first daylight
 
At night haunts the question of 'why? '
'Why does the world seem like a lie? '
'Why does everything seem too late? '
'Is it our decision or Fate's? '
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One early morn, along the bay
He lost all words that he could say
Came such magic that beat his art
Someone's caught the magician's heart
 
Her steps seemed like a dance on air
With silk and ebony for hair
Eyes that spoke better than wise lips
Magic sparkling on fingertips
 
Her laughter, chimes in early spring
In a voice so light, she would sing
Of morning dew traced by soft tips
Of light kisses on lover's lips
 
Her touch lights fire against his skin
His heart then asks 'where have you been? '
Yet his mind screams 'she'll make you cry'
'don't believe her, it's all a lie'
 
He'd watch her each day from afar
At such magic never at par
A look at her face, just one glance
Maybe, just maybe, one slim chance
 
He walks by day with her in mind
Wishing their fingers were intertwined
Wondering 'why' and 'how' by night
When his eyes close, she's in sight
 
He took his chance and said 'hello'
Faith at something he didn't know
And just when he thought 'this is wrong'
She smiled 'I've known you for so long'
 
He knew as he looked in her eyes
Never the same will be the skies
She was that special spell, he knew
A true sorceress among few
 
And right then he knew it at last
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Such magic, a new spell was cast
A promise, a kiss, just one wish
A moment of magic to cherish
 
Vixen Kaye
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Masquerade: A Love Story
 
As I gaze far into the dark night
This party seems to be ablaze by the moonlight
There are too many people in the crowd
Their laughter and voices seem too loud
 
It makes no sense to be here
No one will listen nor lend an ear
Because by dawn, all will fade
In this pitiful masquerade
 
Everyone seems to be hiding away
Putting who they really are at bay
It's a night of deception and lies
And by tomorrow, everyone bids their &quot;Good-byes&quot;
 
And there you are coming near
You ask me to dance with you here
I take your hand, knowing you'll be gone
As the moon rests and comes dawn
 
But as we meet each other's eyes
I see no secrets, no such lies
You're the only thing that's true
And this feeling felt by me and you
 
In this night and in this time
When falling in love is a heinous crime
Where every kiss is a silly charade
We fall in love without masks amidst the masquerade
 
Vixen Kaye
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Maybe
 
Maybe it's the way you smile with your eyes
Maybe it's the way you peel off all lies
Maybe it's the way you put with me
That melts the ice around my heart, sets it free
 
Maybe it's the way you'd stay up through the night
How you'd wake me up just to share the starlight
How you'd shield me from the darkest things
You fixed my lost way and healed my broken wings
 
Maybe it's the way you make me rethink
Maybe it's the way you don't let me sink
Maybe it's the way you brightened my day
When you said, you promised, 'little girl, i'll stay'
 
Vixen Kaye
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Maybe It's Just You
 
Maybe it's the coffee keeping me awake
Maybe it's the quiz tomorrow i'm to take
A billion reasons, but maybe it's just you
Why when u're near, i don't know what to do
 
I fumble on shoe laces, stammer away
I can't seem to focus when you're in my way
And now that we've fought, i just can't seem to sleep
Thinking of you, the memories that i keep
 
This is just crazy, i'm running out of rhymes
Is this Fate catching up on all of my crimes?
Nevertheless, i'm coming clean, going true
Maybe, just maybe, i've fallen for you.
 
Vixen Kaye
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Memories Of Us
 
Millions of pictures on the floor
Laughter, tears, smiles, and so much more
Memories made by me and you
Sure promises that we'll get through
 
I met you once upon a time
One glance and I was off my rhyme
One smile, my heartbeat's off the scale
Too bad you're hers, just epic fail
 
We weren't quite close, you and I
We never glanced at the same sky
You had your games and common sense
I had my notes, my poems, and pens
 
It's quite impossible, you see?
For you to even glance at me
But then one day you came around
You seemed to pull me off the ground
 
You made me smile, I took your fears
I made you laugh, you brushed my tears
We cried, we fell, and both broke down
We jumped, we tried, we held life's crown
 
Through thick and thin, we both held tight
We'd blow stars to each other's night
We both believed, we both caught sight
Of how together, life's all bright
 
In my heart, I still hear you say:
‘I'm not leaving, I'll always stay'
My promise, a mirror of yours
Will not fade to our dying hours
 
When comes the time your hourglass breaks
After many turns, cuts, and takes
When your breathing stops, your last day
Let me pull you close as I say:
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‘Millions of pictures on the floor
Laughter, tears, smiles, and so much more
Memories made by me and you
To the fields of Death, we'll get through'
 
Vixen Kaye
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Missing You
 
I'm sitting on the rooftop thinking of you
Wondering how on earth we didn't push through
Wondering how our story fell apart
Wondering how to mend my broken heart
 
It's been months since you walked away
Said &quot;I got to go my own way&quot;
You walked away and didn't look back
You left me hanging upside down in a sack
 
I can't help missing you
Even though you broke my heart in two
I keep telling myself you'll be back
There's no need to have another in place of your lack
 
I keep telling myself all's fine
I'm still yours and you're still mine
I keep telling myself you love me so
You'll be back, I'm sure, I know
 
I'm missing you, can't you see
No pain can be compared to that inside me
Because you stepped inside and now you're gone
And now all our ties are coming undone
 
I'm holding on but you don't seem to care
This is just too childish, too unfair
But wherever you are, I hope this message will get through:
&quot;Babe, if you only know, I'm missing you&quot;
 
Vixen Kaye
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Nevermore
 
Here I seat beneath the night sky
Seeing nothing but darkness in front of my eyes
Nevermore will I love and care
As much as the kind we used to share
 
Nevermore will I forget your smiles
Even though we'll be apart for thousands of miles
Nevermore will I meet someone
Who I'd dearly treasure, my only one
 
Nevermore will I care with such emotion
Emotions that may fool even the sweetest love potion
Nevermore will I promise my whole heart
Nevermore will I vow &quot;We'll never be apart&quot;
 
Because from the start, you've made my heart dance
With the promise, the vow of true romance
Because you were there to catch me when I fell
When I fell for you and bid lonely days &quot;Farewell&quot;
 
How I miss those times we laid intertwined
The way you seemed to blow my mind
With your jokes, your love, your style
That would make even the darkest hearts smile
 
But now that you're gone, this I promise you
Nevermore will such person color my life with such hue
There'll be no pink, no yellow, no purple, and just blue
Because nevermore will I love so true
 
Vixen Kaye
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Past Tense
 
It was real..
What we had was real..
I was in love with you
And you were in love with me..
 
It was never a game or a lie or something to pass time..
We were really in love..
And maybe that's why it hurts like this..
Because after all that, after all this, it's over, we're over.
Because we were in love and it was beautiful.
Because from now on, everything we were,
Everything we've ever felt,
Every story we've ever written
Will all just be in past tense..
 
It was real..
What we had was real..
I was in love with you
And you were in love with me..
 
Vixen Kaye
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Soul Mates
 
Stuck between these crossroads
My heart carrying heavy loads
I keep thinking of you here
Wondering if I'm still your dear
 
Trying hard to understand
How I ended up to whereI stand
Wondering if it was meant to be
Are you happier without me?
 
Did I make the right decision?
Or did I just leave our hearts in more confusion?
Was it right to do what I did?
Or to you, was it a sinful deed?
 
Was it right for me to set you free?
Is he the one meant to be?
The one that will love you so
The one to pick you up from where you lay below
 
Do you still, perhaps, remember me?
And if you do, what is it that you see?
Are those the times that we were well?
Or is it the time that we bid farewell?
 
Whether it was the first or the latter
Right now it doesn't really matter
It's time for me to go with my choice and seal our fates
Because people don't always end up with their soul mates
 
Vixen Kaye
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Starlit
 
I still remember that lost October night
Sitting on a rooftop with you by my side
Counting stars, you asked me which star i found bright
I pointed at random, could you tell i lied?
 
Because, boy, if you looked straight into my eyes
You'd have known I've got eyes on a diff'rent star
One far brighter than the whole of the night skies
Such a lost star that could never be at par
 
For that star still shone bright against daylight
A star walking among men, shining anew
A star i realized i loved that same night
Boy, I wonder, did you know? That star is you
 
I remember you said 'stars are meant to shine'
Boy, maybe, just maybe, would you rather be mine?
 
Vixen Kaye
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Starlit Dreams
 
Close your eyes, dear boy, and dream about our stars
Dream away, i'll tuck you in, i'll heal your scars
Don't think about the people pulling you down
Take my hand, we'll fly, i won't let you drown
 
For the night may be cold, and people colder
Boy, believe me, you can lean on my shoulder
For the days may be harsh, and people harsher
Boy, don't give up, i'm here, never say never
 
Good night, get well, i'll see your starlit dreams through
Among the stars tonight, maybe i'll see you
 
Vixen Kaye
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Still Yours
 
As I'm falling down this black hole
My love for you keeps bursting from my soul
I'm thinking of what used to be
Those times what mattered were you and me
 
Those phone calls that brightened the dark night
Those smiles we shared as our hearts took flight
Those happy moments that we shared
Those times we promised how much we cared
 
Those secret laughs and smiles we shared
Those times you held me when I was scared
How those times seemed just too fast
For us to care how long it would last
 
Lost now are those times we laid intertwined
Lost now are the times that I was the only one in your mind
Shattered now are the promises we made
As the love you felt for me slowly fade
 
I never thought this day would come
When I didn't know what our love had become
I never knew that you wouldn't answer the phone
The time you'd go and leave me alone
 
And now as the ground is fast approaching
I can only remember how our fingers felt when touching
How I wish you keep in my mind while you're taking a new course
Please never forget, I'm still yours
 
Vixen Kaye
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Such Maybe's
 
Maybe it's the way you first held my hand
Maybe it's the way you just understand
Maybe it's the way i just look at you
And can't help but wish that we would still get through
 
Maybe it's how you make me feel special
How you answer to my every dial
How you make me feel that you really care
Boy, if you only know, you're one of rare
 
Maybe it's the way you give me such hope
That i can change if i hold on the rope
Maybe it's the way i treasure your smiles
Along with stories you shared on our thousand miles
 
Vixen Kaye
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Take My Hand
 
I may not always be nice
I'm no angel in disguise
But i promise you one thing
For love, i'd face anything
 
For nothing can be compared
To those short moments we shared
That spark whenever you say
'I'm never leaving; i'll stay'
 
So come the storms, all the pain
I promise, i'll keep you sane
Let me cut away their strings
Don't be afraid, i've got wings
 
Beside you, boy, i will stand
Come now, won't you take my hand?
 
Vixen Kaye
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The Best Movie
 
The best movie i have ever been to
 
The coldest ice, it could always thaw
The boldest person, it could have shocked
It could always match the highest feat
With nothing else but its simplest cores
 
The best movie i have ever been to
 
Held such music so pure and so raw
Everything else, to my ears, was blocked
Notes were flying from the music sheet
I could have listened for hours and hours
 
The best movie i have ever been to
 
Showed such emotions above man's law
It held beauty the world has long lacked
It held life that never seemed to meet
Filled with stolen moments much like ours
 
For the best movie I've ever been to
 
Was the one i never truly saw
For in the dark, with our fingers locked
And all I could hear was your heartbeat
My eyes sought for nothing else but yours
 
Vixen Kaye
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The Puppet In My Room
 
There was once this puppet at the edge of my room
His eyes brightly lit with ideas soon to bloom
His limbs ready for work, ready to make a change
His joints stretching to reach for the future’s far range
 
Filled with big dreams, he took his place in life’s big stage
Filled with such promise in his new chance, his new page
But soon enough, the bright puppet came to see, to learn
You first HAVE to fit in to achieve what you yearn
 
I try to pull back this puppet at the edge of my room
“I just want to fit in, I just want to belong” he said
 
He swallowed back his reason, closed his eyes to all
As he took each blow, each sharp hit that caused him to fall
Down came this puppet with his dreams and broken strings
To belong he yearned yet he just ended with broken wings
 
There was once this puppet at the edge of my room
His eyes now empty, lost in the abyss of gloom
His limbs now dirty, his skin dark with ink blots
His joints now broken, his strings in sharp knots
 
I try to reach out to this puppet at the edge of my room
Where our fingers should meet, I reach to touch cold glass
 
Vixen Kaye
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